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Abstract 

A lab-scale ultrasonic experimental setup has been constructed to detect the presence of a trapped gas plume in a reduced-scale 

physical analog beadpack model. By employing the same principles as used in seismic surveys, the lab-scale ultrasonic system can 

generate and record ultrasonic waves in a water-filled tank and detect submerged objects or two-phase fluid density differences 

within porous media. In this study, the experimental domain has a fine-bead anticline barrier within the coarse-bead matrix. The 

lab-scale ultrasonic setup is then used to scan the tank both before and after air injection. The zero offset results show that even 

before data processing and image inversion, the presence of the air cap is clearly recognized. Future directions for the lab-scale 

ultrasonic experimental setup include extending this experimental methodology to greater geological complexity as well as other 

surrogate fluid pairs in order to increase the accuracy of CO2 plume monitoring in heterogeneous domains with seismic methods.  
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1. Introduction 

In geologic CO2 storage, seismic survey is an important method to monitor the CO2 plume migration extent, detect 

possible subsurface leakages, and to assist with computing saturation values during the injection and the post-injection 

periods [1–3]. Time-lapse three-dimensional seismic surveys, or 4D seismic surveys, have been widely adopted as an 

effective monitoring method at various CO2 storage sites, including Aquistore [4–6], In Salah [7,8], Ketzin [9–11], 

Otway [12–14], Sleipner [15,16], Snohvit [17,18], and Weyburn [19–21].  

In order to increase the accuracy of CO2 plume detection and monitoring in heterogeneous domains with such 

seismic methods, we built a lab-scale ultrasonic experimental setup that is capable of acquiring high-resolution two-

dimensional (2D) images by applying seismic survey principles to reduced-scale physical analog models. The setup 

can detect heterogeneous structures through ultrasonic imaging as shown in Fig. 1. Zero offset experimental results in 

Fig. 1 have shown that the setup can correctly identify a brass rod submerged in water in the middle of the tank as well 

as the interface between water and the top of the beadpack for a water-filled packed tank. In this study, we use this 

setup to image two-phase fluid flow experiments conducted in an intermediate-scale beadpack to demonstrate the 

ability of the lab-scale ultrasonic system to detect a trapped gas plume.   
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While prior literature exists on similar lab-scale ultrasonic setups [22–34], all of the prior setups were intended to 

image only heterogeneous structures such as different metal/resin shapes, sand/kaolin contrast, and varying glass bead 

types without injecting another fluid into their physical analog model domains. The only exception is that Sherlock et 

al. [24] used their lab-scale ultrasonic setup to construct zero offset surveys of an air cap trapped in water beneath an 

impermeable barrier made up of a kaolin/sand mixture. However, to the extent of the authors’ knowledge, no previous 

attempts were made to use a lab-scale ultrasonic setup in a physical analog model to image the gas plume before and 

after injection, as is done in the current study. 

In this work, the experiment uses the setup to detect air/water fluid density contrast in a beadpack with a simple 2D 

anticline geometry, similar to the experimental setup in Sherlock et al. [24]. For future experiments, we can move on 

to more complex geometries, and also use the heptane/glycerol+water mixture surrogate fluid pair, which has a lower 

density difference but is more representative of supercritical CO2 and brine interactions at reservoir conditions.  

 

2. Materials and methods 

For the lab-scale ultrasonic system, we mount two immersion piezoelectric transducers (Olympus, 1 MHz corner 

frequency) on motorized gantries on a rail. Gantries move along the rail while transducers produce and acquire elastic 

waves in the sand tank. Thus, we produce 2D shot gathers each containing 27 traces. There are three main components 

in the lab-scale ultrasonic system as shown in Fig. 2. They are: a) an ultrasonic signal generation and receiving system, 

b) motors and their control system, and c) a sand tank and its pumping system. Component a) consists of a pulse 

generator (to generate source signals), an oscilloscope (to receive signals), and two transducers. Component b) consists 

of a rail (to mount the gantries with transducers), two motorized gantries (one for each transducer), and an ARDUINO® 

Fig. 1. Illustration of the tank configuration (left) and the corresponding acquired 2D zero offset panels (right) for a submerged brass 

bar (a) and water-saturated glass beads (b).   
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control box (to command the motors). Finally, component c) includes a peristaltic pump (to inject the nonwetting 

phase) and a thin polycarbonate sand tank that is similar to a vertical Hele-Shaw cell so that the plume location can be 

visually examined.  

The internal dimension of the sand tank is 60 cm × 60 cm × 4 cm as shown in Fig. 3. The sand tank is packed with 

two types of glass beads in order to create an anticline structure to retain the nonwetting phase fluid. The fine-bead 

anticline barrier is thinnest at the top, about 3.5 cm, and thickest at the sides, about 4.5 cm. The coarse bead used has 

a mean grain diameter of 0.689 mm and the fine bead has a mean grain diameter of around 0.160 mm [35,36]. The 

sand tank packing was conducted manually using the wet packing method (packing in water) to avoid trapping any air 

bubbles within the sediment prior to experiment. The entire beadpack is about 40 cm tall, and the water level is 55 cm 

tall. After the tank is packed, air is then injected into the water-saturated domain to mimic CO2 plume buoyant 

migration into the domain. 

As shown in Fig. 2, we use MATLAB® to communicate with both the oscilloscope and the Arduino control box in 

order to program the motor motions and the ultrasonic data acquisition details. For the experiment presented in this 

study, we acquire ultrasonic data with a signal frequency of 1MHz over the middle 27 cm-long section of the sand 

tank. The immersion transducers are in constant contact with water throughout data acquisition. The stepper motors 

used in the setup are capable of making highly accurate steps at the millimeter resolution. To acquire ultrasonic data, 

first we fix the location of the gantry carrying the source transducer at one end of the tank and let the gantry carrying 

the receiver move away from the source making 27 stops in total with 1 cm in between each stop. At each stop, the 

source shoots the same ultrasound signal 500 times and the receiver listens for about 1 ms after each shot to collect 

10,000 samples per trace. Finally, all 500 received signals are stacked to increase signal-to-noise ratio, and the receiver 

gantry moves to the next stop. The source and receiver transducers can also switch roles so that even though they are 

Fig. 2. Photo (a) and illustration (b) of the experimental setup for the lab-scale ultrasonic system. 
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mounted on a single rail, it is possible to have the source at every one of the 27 locations and the receiver at every 

other location. This switching step is executed inside the Arduino control box.  

Two full ultrasonic scans of the beadpack domain using the aforementioned acquisition parameters were conducted, 

one for the water-saturated beadpack and one for the post-air-injection beadpack. The corresponding photos of the 

domain are shown in Fig. 3. Air is injected into the domain at 10 mL/min through a center inlet located at the bottom 

of the tank. Processing of the ultrasonic data acquired is the same as conventional field-scale seismic data processing. 

After velocity analysis, we can perform normal move-out corrections, common midpoint stacking, and post-stack 

migration to obtain the inverted 2D image of the sand tank [37,38]. As data processing is still ongoing, in this study, 

the zero offset results are presented.  

 

3. Results and discussion 

Each full ultrasonic scan takes slightly more than 5 hours to complete, and a total of 808 traces are obtained per 

scan (with some traces repeated). Example images of a common source gather, a common receiver gather, and a 

common midpoint gather are shown in Fig. 4. Next, the zero offset panels of the unprocessed data for the two scans 

are displayed in Fig. 5 with a zoomed-in comparison shown in Fig. 6. All these images are plotted using MATLAB 

codes provided by [38]. In Fig. 5, at two-way travel time (TWT) of 0.2 ms, there exists a strong reflection surface, 

which is the top surface of the bead pack. Multiple reflections of this surface can be observed at TWT of 0.4 and 0.6 

ms, reducing in signal strength after each reflection. Elastic energy dissipates rapidly within the beadpack, which is a 

high attenuation material [28,39]. Therefore, the bottom of the sand tank is not clearly visible from the data for this 

reason.  

By comparing the photos of the water-saturated beadpack and the post-air-injection beadpack in Fig. 3, we can see 

a clear air cap trapped underneath the fine-bead barrier. The shape of the air cap conforms to the topography of the 

barrier and is approximately 5 cm tall at its thickest part and 30 cm wide at the base. Because the speed of sound is 

different in water and in glass beads with variable degrees of water saturation, the presence of the air cap is detectable 

using the lab-scale ultrasonic system. This is obvious when we compare the two scans in both Fig. 5 and 6. Although 

the reflected ultrasonic signal is highly attenuated, both the fine-bead anticline structure and the air cap underneath 

are still visible in Fig. 6.  

Fig. 3. Detailed beadpack configuration images showing both the water-saturated beadpack before air injection (a) and the presence of 

an air cap underneath the fine-bead layer after air injection (b).  
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Fig. 4. a) Common shot gather for source location index 14. b) Common receiver gather for receiver location index 14. c) Common 

midpoint gather for midpoint location index 14. All images plotted using data from the water-saturated scan.  

Fig. 5. Zero offset panels for the water-saturated scan (a) and the air injection scan (b). Red dashed circles highlight the area of 

differences between the water-saturated scan and the air injection scan (the air cap region).  
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4. Conclusions 

In this study, we presented a lab-scale ultrasonic system that is capable of acquiring 2D ultrasonic images of 

physical sand tank models. The sand tank is first packed with water-saturated glass beads containing an anticline 

structure. Then air is injected into the anticline structure to form a trapped air cap. The lab-scale ultrasonic system can 

detect the presence of the air cap. Future experiments include extending this methodology to more complex geological 

heterogeneity and surrogate fluid pairs with lower density/acoustic impedance differences.  
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Fig. 6. Grey variable density display of the zero offset panels for both the water-saturated 

scan (a) and the air injection scan (b) zoomed into the air cap region.  
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